POLITICAL PROGRAMME OF
The Progressist Diaspora Party (PDP)
„Change is compulsory. Progress is optional”

RATIONALE
The progress of Romanian society represents an aspiration of the Romanian people who joined
the 1989 Revolution and of Romanian people so called „sacrificial generations” from all times in
history.
The amplitude of the moral and political crisis in Romania, particularly visible in the last two
decades, is generated, amongst other elements, by the poor quality of political actors. The
reform is imperative and demanded by the citizens who desire better integrated principles and
higher competency. Complete depolitisation of public administration and simplification of
bureaucracy in the service of citizens is a must. Of equal importance is the complete
independence of justice. We are responsible for our people, particularly for the new generation
of Romanian people, in the context of the European Union.
The new generation must undertake common efforts towards common targets, to set up a real
process of development. From a state of non-competitiveness and inferior, corrupt society we
must strive to obtain a superior state, functioning in all domains.
Romanian people struggle with poverty, mass-emigration, unemployment and humiliation. The
reforming process naturally includes valuable material and human resources from old political
regimes, simultaneously bringing in new elements.

THE PDP VISION
The Progressist Diaspora Party (PDP) firmly assumes the option to build the Ethocratic State.
We define the Ethocracy as necessary political principle including the elements of classic
democracy, bringing new elements in order to generate reform of the Romanian and European
politics. The area of political praxis should always be governed by Ethics. We define Political
Ethics as true implementation of the respective political theory. We understand that the
fundamental political responsibility, governed by any political ideology, is represented by the
complete dedication to practical functionality of respective theory, always in the interest of the
public. We define political competency as both academic/professional preparation and moral
qualities or, natural inclination towards gurading the common interest. This specific inclination
must be visibly proven on public stage, recognised and accepted by the civil society. Personal
interest should come last. Personal welth should never exceed the limits of equitable
comparison with the poorest members of the society.
We are convinced that the political roles within the state must have one main objective: the
real protection of the superior interests of the state and of its citizens. In the area of logic, the
position of Ethocracy is general and the principle of Democracy is specific. In the area of
political morals, the Ethocratic State is far superior to the democratic state. The Ethocratic State
protects the functional hierarchy of all human and political values and generates harmony
amongst all social roles. The state we strive to build is imposing full social order and sufficient
welth for all citizens, expressing in real time maximum transparency and zero tolerance towards
corruption.
The Ethocratic State does not recognise the existence of social classes founded on economic
pronciples. However, it recognises several Categories of Human Nature – moral and
intellectual atributes capable of performing Ethics in the service of all, protecting the
Common Good. The Ethocratic State places the economy in the service of citizens. The unique
role of the economy is to ensure a decent standard of living for all human beings. The
Ethocratic State establishes healthy democratic rules, well defined from a pragmatic/judicialprocedural point of view, using accountable Ethical procedures in the service of all citizens.

The common interest of Romanian people, in European and international context, represents
the main objective of PDP. Protecting the national interest means, for us, protecting the right
of the citizens to have a decent life in a functional state, where nobody is above the law.
To support the PDP, the Romanian Open Society Abroad (DP-ROSA) launched a public
consultation on 8 January 2014, with the intention of building an excellent political programme.
The consultation process will end on 1 May 2014. We invite you send your comments and
suggestions by e-mail to partidul.diasporei@gmail.com (or join the FB group) referring to the
following chapters:
1. The Morals of the state, human and institutional resources
2. Justice and the rule of law
3. Education, research and innovation
4. Public administration and home affairs
5. Economy and national budget
6. Unconditional Basic Income, work and pension
7. Agriculture and rural development
8. Health and Environment
9. National Infrastructure
10. Turism and Culture
11. National Defense
12. European and external relations

If you are Romanian citizen and you are interested to join the PDP as a founding member
(according to Romanian law we need 25.000 founding members, in order to register the party)
please fill in the FORM, sign it and send us a scanned copy by e-mail to
partidul.diasporei@gmail.com

If you would like to join PDP as a local coordinator please fill in as many COLLECTIVE FORMS as
you can and send us scanned copies by e-mail.
The original forms (both individual and collective) will be handed in with the occasion of the
first general assembly which will take place shortly before the date of legal registeration of the
party, in Romania, Bucharest Tribunal.
No compulsory fee will be paid by the PDP members. Attendance to general assemblies is
compulsory for local coordinators and all members occupying positions of responsibility. All
party’s material resources will come from donations, which will be made public. All positions of
responsibility within the party will be merit based. No position in the party will be paid, locally
or centrally. We promote voluntary party work – real and accountable demonstration of
human will to protect the public good.
We thank you and invite you to participate directly in the reform proposed by the PDP !
PDP = New Political Frontiers !

